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Abstract 

This thesis work presents a parametrized integration of the flight control system within 

RAPID by means of the automation in CATIA V5, using Knowledge Pattern. 

Nowadays aircraft’s design and development processes are not only time-consuming but 

also incur high economic cost. In addition, system integration is highly a multi-disciplinary 

design process which often involves a large number of different discipline teams working at 

the same time and space. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate how CAD 

(Computer Aided Design) software can be used in the early design stages to define the flight 

control system integration. The purpose of this work to improve the functionality of an in 

house produced aircraft conceptual design tool carried out at the Division of Fluid and 

Mechatronic Systems, Linköping University. 

The work consists of preliminary integration of the RAPID flight control system and the 

hydraulics associated to it. By defining several reusable templates, the automatic definition 

of a flight control system within the RAPID aircraft has been achieved. 

Moreover it is a parametrical model which allows the user to modify a high number of 

features as desired to enhance the design process. For this, a user interface in Microsoft Excel 

connected to CATIA has also been attained. 

 

 

KEYWORDS: Flight control system, RAPID, CATIA V5, Knowledge Pattern, 

Parametrization, Hydraulic aircraft system.  
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1 Introduction 
The process that leads to the entire design and definition of an aircraft is highly complex and 

multidisciplinary. It is currently also a time consuming and costly activity. Furthermore, 

systems integration within this process is one of the best examples of multidisciplinary 

engineering, as different specialized teams work and coordinate their operations in the same 

wireframe and with different objectives, although the global aim is always shared [3] [5]. 

Additionally, flight control system and its linkage to the hydraulics aircraft systems are one 

of the higher variable set of components to integrate in an airplane geometry. Each aircraft 

have different requirements that need to be covered by its flight control system. Some of the 

factors that define this system design are the aerial vehicle mission and its geometrical 

solution. In turn, flight control final configuration will also have a high influence in the 

integration of the hydraulic systems which provide power to other aircraft components.  

In conclusion, a flexible designing tool will allow recurrent integration of different flight 

control system solutions in a short time and; further enhances this conceptual design stage in 

an aircraft definition with a negligible cost. 

Currently, CAD tools offer solutions to designers to save time and economic cost. Enhancing 

these tools is one of the objectives of engineers all over the world. Moreover, conceptual 

aircraft design needs to be improved thus allowing faster results in the first stages of aircraft 

design. To achieve a full flexible tool for aircraft design is the ultimate aim.  

 

1.1 Background 

This thesis is an extended version of the published report focus on the development of this 

work [1].  

Firstly, to understand this thesis a mention to the RAPID tool is required [1] [3]. RAPID is a 

knowledge based conceptual design aircraft which was developed in CATIA within the 

Division of Fluid and Mechatronic Systems at Linköping University [2] with the purpose to 

move forward enhancing CAD modelling in conceptual and parametric design in the 

aeronautical field.  

Secondly, when talking about the flight control system of an airplane it must be realized that 

it is a key factor of an aircraft design and engineering process, as the flight controls are the 

link between the pilot and vehicle behaviour. In conventional aircraft, flight control surfaces 

are usually mechanically connected to the pilot’s input, although some kind of power is 

needed to reduce the air crew workload. The typical solution throughout the years has been 

that the hydraulic power supplied by the hydraulic systems of the aircraft also feeds other 

components not related to flight control. The safety requirement of aerial authorities and the 
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introduction of FBW in the last few years have challenged conventional flight control system 

design. It is now essential to carry out a deep analysis of the best integration approach to 

attain redundancy while keeping a low overall system weight and avoiding an unaffordable 

increase in design time and cost consumption.  

Finally, although traditional CAD tools generate a static solution to a design problem, 

parametric automation design in CATIA allows exploring several variations on the 

integration which can help the designer to choose the best solution. The result is a minimum 

of them both, time and cost investment. This generative design tool has already become an 

extensive and rapid preliminary definition technique in aeronautics.  

 

1.2 Objectives 

The main purpose of this project is to enhance the applicability and functionality of the 

previously developed work on RAPID (Robust Aircraft Parametric Interactive Design). In 

order to achieve this, the target milestones established for this thesis are listed below:  

1. Design and development of templates for the basic components within a typical civil 

aircraft flight control system. 

2. Automatic integration of the defined templates within a preexisting aircraft geometry 

using a Knowledge Pattern approach. 

3. Allow parametric modification of the flight control model to improve a future 

preliminary design process experience. 

4. Extend several flexible and parametric design functionalities in a user interface 

linking RAPID in CATIAV5 and Microsoft Excel.  
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2 Theory Review 
Aircraft flight control is one of the systems which has been more evidently developed 

throughout the history of aviation. From the aeronautical earliest years when the deflection 

of the aerodynamic surfaces was made by rods pulling until present when the fly by wire 

system that was first designed and implement by Airbus has completely turned upside 

down the flight control system in the commercial aircraft industry[7]. 

2.1 Aerodynamics for Flight Control  

Pressure is the normal force per unit area that the air exerts in all surfaces that it could find 

on its way. Flow over an airfoil (a section of an airplane wing), must follow the airfoil 

contour (or the edge of the boundary layer). As a result, the average pressure on the upper 

surface is lower than the average pressure under the airfoil, generating a pressure 

distribution over the whole surface. The integration of this pressure distribution determines 

the aerodynamic forces values. 

No matter what the complexity of a specific system is, the flight control will always be based 

on the same principle; the deflection of the airplane surfaces in order to change the 

surrounding vehicle airflow configuration. The way this deflection is actuated is usually 

what arises due to differences among flight control systems. 

This variation of the airflow is what explains why we can obtain different forces diagrams 

for the same flying object. Forces acting on an aircraft can be divided into four main 

components: lift, weight, drag and thrust.  

The way an airfoil deflects airflow shows the aerodynamic behind the flight control.  Given 

that, the total aerodynamic force can be separated in two perpendicular components: one 

vertical to the flow direction (lift) and one in the flow direction itself (drag); as can be 

observed in Figure 1. 

By changing the camber, curvature and thickness of the airfoil, as well as its angle of attach, 

several pressure distributions are obtained [8].  This leads to the working principle of control 

surfaces. 

Figure 1: Diagram of the force vectors acting on an airfoil [17].      
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2.2 Flight Control Theory 

The movement of an aircraft is defined by the term of translational and rotational motion 

with reference to three axes fixed to the aircraft.  The cause of this movement is the 

disequilibrium at some point of the four forces resulting from the integration of the pressure 

distribution. In Figure 2 and equations (1), (2) and (3) these forces and their relation can be 

observed. 

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜀 − 𝐷 = 0 [6] (1) 

𝑄 = 0 [6]   (2) 

𝑚𝑔 − 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜀 − 𝐿 = 0 [6] (3) 

As mentioned earlier, flight control is based on the deflection of some specific surfaces that 

lead to the modification of the airflow around this surface, and therefore the change of the 

forces values. The dynamic disequilibrium makes it possible to control the movement of the 

aircraft. 

Every flying vehicle must have control surfaces that provide the pilot with manoeuvrability 

in pitch, roll and yaw, controlling the vehicle along and about its six degrees of freedom in 

the space [7]. A further understanding of these rotational movements can be obtained by the 

study of Figure 3 below.  

The flight control system should also provide stable control for all the possible flight 

conditions that the aircraft can reach inside its flight envelope.  

The specific configuration of the control surfaces for a vehicle can dramatically vary from 

one to another, as they respond to a set of requirements defined both for the architecture of 

the aeroplane and the mission it is designed to perform (different roles, ranges or agility 

needs will lead to diverging configurations). Even though the components and positioning 

vary, there are always two main groups of control surfaces: the primary and the secondary 

ones. 

In this report the flight control systems description is focused on the particular case of a 

common commercial airliner aircraft configuration. 

Figure 2: Jet aircraft forces and the relation between them [6].  

Figure 3: Computer drawing of an airliner showing the axes of rotation [17]. 
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2.3 Primary Flight Control 

Primary flight control systems are responsible for assuring operability of the aircraft’s 

ailerons, elevators, rudder, and spoilers [19]. The components listed provide control to the 

pilot in pitch, roll and yaw. These are the three rotation movements that all aircrafts can 

perform around its three fixed axis. They are called primary controls because they are the 

essential ones in order to keep the aircraft flight in a safety condition for the passengers and 

crew, as well as the ones who are flight over. Their performance is based on the variation of 

local camber and hence, local lift generation. 

Taking as a reference the three main movements of any aerial vehicle that have been 

previously described, the mechanisms which control them are explained as follows: 

 Pitch Control 2.3.1

First of all, pitch control is obtained by means of the deflection of the control surface called 

elevator which is placed in the horizontal tail, also known as the horizontal stabilizer [20]. 

This aircraft surface can have different configurations depending on the specific aircraft 

model; some examples are the T-shaped, V-shaped, H-shaped, Y-shaped or the inverted  

V-shaped (they all provide different advantages and drawbacks and its selection is a design 

problem itself). Further information about the design and sizing of the aircraft horizontal tail 

can be found in reference [21]. 

Focusing on the control surface, the elevator is commonly placed in the horizontal tail 

trailing edge. When the pilot moves forward the control yoke or the center stick, it creates a 

rotation of the control surface which consequently forces the aircraft to dive. On the other 

hand, when pulling back the yoke a nose-up pitching moment is performed by the vehicle. 

Figure 4 tries to further clarify this explanation. 

 

 

Figure 4: Elevators action diagram [23]; later modified. 
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 Roll Control 2.3.2

Secondly, the ailerons are responsible for providing the roll control. These aerodynamic 

surfaces can be found in the wing trailing edge. They are usually near the wing tips, only in 

some specific cases they extend till the wing tip airfoil. Ailerons longitudinal dimension is 

also a design issue, although it is closely related to the rear wing spar position along the 

airfoil camber. 

The movement of the ailerons is also created by the control yoke or the center stick, even 

though in this case it is a consequence of turning it to the right or to the left. To understand 

the whole sequence an example of a roll fight control action is shown in Figure 5. If the 

aircraft is needed to roll to the right or clockwise (lowering its right wing tip as it rises the 

left one), the pilot has to push the yoke to the right, then a coordinated deflection 

(differential motion)is created  in both sets of ailerons; the ones placed in the right wing will 

be rotate rising their trailing edge (decreasing the local lift created), an opposite movement is 

performed in the left wing ailerons (increasing the local lift created). As a consequence, the 

aircraft is forced to roll positively (see reference axis in Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Yaw Control 2.3.3

Thirdly, the single rudder section deflection provides the pilot with the yaw control of the 

aircraft. This control is more important for commercial aircraft than for high performance 

aerial vehicles, because of the amount of excess power [7]. The rudder is placed in the 

trailing edge of the vertical tail, also called vertical stabilizer. Unlike the previous cases, its 

motion is regulated by the cockpit pedals. For 

instance, pushing the left pedal forwards will 

create a sideslip into the left; by a rudder trailing 

edge movement to the left (see Figure 6). 

Yaw control is essential to be able to prevent the 

vehicle from roll-yaw divergence, which can lead 

to instability and uncontrollable aircraft 

situations.  

Figure 5: Ailerons action diagram [23] ; later modified. 

Figure 6: Ailerons action diagram [23] ; later modified. 
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 Spoilers 2.3.4

Finally, the spoilers are devices which disturb the flow over the wing. These systems are 

located on the top portion of the wings. Their deflection will cause a lift drop and a drag 

increase. They are, hence, used to slow the aircraft or to force it to descend. Spoilers may 

have a pitch secondary effect, which in most of the present-day aircraft is compensated by 

the automatic application of a moment within the flight control system [7] [22]. 

 

2.4 Secondary Flight Control 

During take-off and landing the airplane’s velocity is relatively low; as a consequence the lift 

created by the aerodynamic surfaces of the aircraft is not enough to assure a safety flight 

condition. In order to solve this problem some extra control surfaces need to be implemented 

in the vehicle. They can be found in the wing, both in the leading edge and in the trailing 

edge.  

 Flaps 2.4.1

Focusing first on the trailing edge, flap control is described as follows.  Flaps are placed in 

the wings inboard trailing edge. Typical configurations integrate from two to five flap 

surfaces in each of the commercial aircraft wings. These control surfaces are classified as high 

lift generators. They will extend rearward and downwards, creating a larger airfoil camber 

and curvature, which results in a higher lift force creation. Its extension is usually generated 

by independent hydromechanics actuators integrated in the wing. 

 Slats 2.4.2

Slats are high lift generators placed in the leading edge of both the aircraft wings. Similarly 

to the flaps, they increase overall lift by an extension of a surface which will provide the 

airfoil with a larger camber and thus wing area, although they do not have the same effect in 

its curvature.  

 System Linkage 2.4.3

When focusing on the flight control system linkage between the cockpit control column and 

pedals to the aerodynamic surfaces, two possible approaches must be considered. Firstly, the 

push-pull controls rod system and secondly, the cable and pulley systems. Even though they 

must be described separately, in most commercial airliners a conjunction of both linkage sets 

are implemented [7]. 

This thesis among its objectives has not given the full description of the flight control system. 

Even though, as a remarkable fact it is necessary to mention that below is typical example of 

the systems routing, which will be taken as a reference in further works and descriptions. 
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Control column -- Elevators 

The cockpit controls are mechanically connected with cables, pulleys and bars to the control 

surfaces. A general configuration has two different linkage channels; both of them are 

interconnected by two electro-mechanical disconnection bars for security reasons, as well as 

a gust lock. 

 Control column -- Ailerons 

Two independent mechanical channels connect the control column with the wing control 

surfaces. These channels consist of cables, pulleys and bars in a typical case. The 

interconnection with two electro mechanic disconnection bars is also necessary for the set of 

systems.  

 Pedals -- Rudder 

The mechanical connection is also achieved by means of mechanical components as cables, 

pulleys and bars; in addition to torsion tubes for this case. 

 

2.5 Aircraft Hydraulic System  

Flight Control system is based on the deflection of control surfaces as a response of the 

pilot’s input. This is possible thanks to the movement of the hydraulic powered actuators 

which are linked to each of these aerodynamic surfaces. The main responsible for supplying 

the actuator with the power needed is the whole hydraulic system of the aircraft. Next 

section will provide the reader with a simple introduction to the main components which 

compose an aircraft hydraulic system and other characteristics that should be taken into 

account for the rest of the thesis. Before going into the topic, it is worth to remark that the 

hydraulic systems also supplies power to other systems of the aircraft, as the landing gear or 

the doors. 

The hydraulic system connected to a flight control surface of an aircraft basically integrates 

the elements shown in Figure 12. It can be highlighted the pump, the fluid, the actuators, the 

tank and the connectors.  

 Hydraulic Pump 2.5.1

Pumps used in the hydraulic system are universal pumps; they are usually placed in the 

engine gears assembly, as they are directly related to it. The main requirement for a pump is 

to withstand the working pressure at a high number of revolutions. This pressure has been 

standardized to 3000 psi or 4000 psi. This limitation is to minimizing the weight of the 

system, keeping it inside the experienced range to reuse known devices [15]. 
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A typical configuration comprises two pumps per engine, one which directly takes power 

from the aircraft engine and a pump electrically driven as a solution in case the engine 

stopped working. In Figure 7 an electric motor-driven pump from the hydraulics 

manufacturer Parker is shown for further clarification. 

 Hydraulic Actuators 2.5.2

They are responsible for exercising the force which will perform control surfaces deflection.  

The necessary force to this function sizes the internal diameter of the actuator as can be 

deduced from expression (4): 

𝐹 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 . 𝐴  [𝑁] [14] (4) 

A further and detailed explanation of the hydraulic actuators used in the flight control 

systems can be found in Section 2.7 of this thesis. 

 Hydraulic Fluid 2.5.3

It is the transportation mean for the power within the hydraulic fluid. Nowadays, the most 

used hydraulic fluid in commercial aircraft is the synthetic fluid known as Skydrol. Further 

information can be obtained in [29]. 

 Hydraulic Pipes, Filters and Valves 2.5.4

Hydraulic pipes distribute the fluid into the different components of the circuit with the 

restriction of movement, speed and pressure that valves impose along it. Furthermore, 

hydraulic pressure plays a main role in the correct function of the system, as it is highly 

primordial that the fluid has the best conditions (no contamination or estrange particles) 

because they can make the whole system fail (a better explanation of this topic is later given). 

Filters are integrated in the returning circuit [15]. 

 Hydraulic Tank  2.5.5

It stores the hydraulic fluid; it is always placed next to the pump, as it is convenient to 

minimize the distance the hydraulic fluid needs to cover between both of them (see Figure 8). 

 

2.6 Emergency Systems 

 Accumulators 2.6.1

It is the simplest emergency energy source; it is usually placed near the hydraulic pump.  

Actually, it is usual that in peak performance demands (extension of the landing gear and 

deflection of the flaps) part of the hydraulic fluid is taken from it. As a result, the pump is 

not needed to be sized to these isolated extra demanding cases, which means a weight save. 

A picture showing a typical design of these devices is attached in Figure 10. 
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 PTU 2.6.2

It allows the exchange of hydraulic power between different hydraulic systems of the 

aircraft. Different configurations can be found depending on the aircraft and on the number 

of redundant systems that it integrates. It is not present is all the airplanes [15]. 

 RAT 2.6.3

RAT is a continued power source which will start working in case most of the standard 

energy sources fail, below a picture is shown in Figure 9. The ram air turbine will be 

deployed from the airplane’s wing and it will rotate extracting power from the airstream to 

supply enough energy to the aircraft as to perform a relative safety landing.  

 APU  2.6.4

APU is not really an emergency system, its main aim is to provide power to start the aircraft 

turbine engines and it represents the power source of the aircraft when it is in the ground. 

Eventually, APU can also undertake engines functions in the hydraulic system if they failed.  

A typical APU device for a wide fuselage commercial aircraft can be observed in Figure 11 

[30]. 
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Figure 7: Electric motor-driven pump 

[24].  
Figure 8: Hydraulic Tank [28]. 

Figure 9: RAT [25]. 

Figure 11: APU [27]. Figure 10: Hydraulic accumulator [26]. 

Figure 12: Basic flight control system components drawing [16].  
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2.7 Actuators Introduction 

Actuation is the most important consideration in the flight control system. The controllability 

and safety of an aircraft is based on the pilot’s ability to deflect the controls surfaces as 

required to reach a correct performance. Four basic considerations must be taken into 

account in the actuators design: power consumption, performance, integrity and (as always 

in the aeronautical industry) weight. 

Below are listed three actuator categories, from the simplest one to the more complex design; 

this criteria is used in [7]:  

- Simple mechanical actuation; powered by hydraulic means. 

- Mechanical actuation with simple electromechanical devices. 

- Multiple redundant electromechanical actuation with analogue control inputs and 

feedback. (An extended section is dedicated below to the aircraft systems 

redundancy) 

To achieve this thesis purposes, actuation systems will only be described for the simple 

mechanical actuators hydraulically powered.  

Work in this thesis is based on a commercial civil aircraft, although at this point it is 

important to mention one relevant difference between its flight control system of this kind of 

aircraft and the one that a military aircraft will integrate. Military actuators usually have 

only one piston with two cylinders in tandem (in principle they are two different actuators 

built in tandem; see Figure 13). Redundancy in this case is attained by the connection of two 

different hydraulic systems, one to each chamber. If one of them fails, the other one will 

undertake all the workload, although it will only be capable to supply half of the nominal 

working pressure. This kind of redundancy though, is not allowed in civil aircraft. The 

reason for this limitation is that tandem actuators are understood as a single potential source 

of failure. In Section 2.9 of this document and references [14] and [15], further information 

about systems redundancy can be found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Tandem actuator drawing [15].  
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2.8 Hydraulically Powered Linear Actuator 

This is the most conventional actuator device and, therefore, the simplest one. It can work 

with the only power supply of one of the aircraft hydraulic system, although because of 

safety and regulatory reasons, it is usual to find a dual hydraulic supply for this kind of 

systems in nowadays airplanes. 

Its performance is usually regulated by a mechanically operated Servo Valve (SV) which 

directs power to the correct side of the piston ram. As a consequence, hydraulic fluid flows 

into one side of the ram while exiting the opposite side; the result is a movement which 

depends on the pilot’s command direction. This kind of actuators can be responsible for most 

of the flight controls surfaces deflection, including spoilers [15]. 

 Aircraft Actuator Requirements  2.8.1

There are some essential features that an aircraft actuator must match in order to be able to 

provide the necessary actuation for the flight control system. These requirements are more 

critical in the case of fighters, which are unstable aircraft and need constant control and 

movement of pitch actuators. Moreover, for commercial aircraft it is also indispensable that 

actuators present a really low probability of faults and damage in flight. In case a failure 

takes place, the fault should not lead to total loss of the airplane. This is achieved by a correct 

management of redundancy (identification of fault is a key factor which allows the designer 

to define redundancy of the system in the best way) and the maintenance scheduling.  

Low power consumption also determines the applicability of an actuator model, minimizing 

weight is a must in the aircraft industry and the less fuel and hydraulic fluid is required by 

the flight control systems the better. In addition, energy waste will make necessary extra 

devices, as heat exchanger, cooling system, gear box, ram air channels, engine or power unit, 

airframe to support… Likewise, drag generation of these components should not result in a 

relevant increase of the overall aircraft drag; hence they must avoid significant damages to 

the aerodynamic efficiency of the vehicle. This is an important consideration only whether 

the components are in the aircraft surface, thus they are wet components, which can be the 

case of the actuators. 

Furthermore, aircraft performance is another issue to keep in mind, actuators will be sized 

taking as reference a set of characteristic operations for the specific vehicle and its mission. It 

is necessary to assure a short time response (avoiding nonlinearities) which will lead in 

minimal compensation maneuvers performed manually by the pilot.  

Aircraft actuators must not represent themselves a further complexity in the maintenance 

work for the aerial vehicles, therefore they are required to have limited scheduled 

maintenance, to ease essential faults identification (also called diagnostics) and to not waste 

time when carrying the clarification for flight. 
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As a matter of fact, it is remarkable that it is taken as a common target to avoid opening a 

hydraulic system, although it must be always open before it breaks (in contrast with 

diagnostics, that process is referred as prognostics). 

To close up this section, as follows, some further developments in hydraulic actuators are 

described. First of all, it is a high relevance issue to decrease the power losses in the 

nowadays hydraulic systems. Secondly, the maintenance of this aircraft power system 

should be reduced; actions to achieve this target must be focus on the main problems of 

leakage and sealing of the hydraulic fluid which results in special consideration for the 

routing of the system and extra tubing in some cases to avoid contamination of the cabin air 

or other several safety problems. Oil temperatures and cavitation in the tubing need always 

special attention. Last but not least, the pollution problems which stem from some hydraulic 

fluid are no longer reasonable. A development towards environmental friendly oil is highly 

necessary.  

Further information regarding this topic can be read in [11]. 

 Sizing Actuators 2.8.2

In this section a sizing actuators procedure is briefly explained, although it is worth to 

remark that a further explanation can be found in reference [14]. 

The hingemoment is defined by expression (5):  

𝑀 =  𝑐ℎ. 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓. 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥. 𝑐 ̅  [Nm] [14] (5) 

It is known that an actuator with a lever arm is responsible for holding the flight control 

surface and deflecting it as a respond to the pilot’s input. Taking that into account and sizing 

the actuator piston for the most demanding case (high speed flight at ground level); actuator 

piston diameter is defined by formula (6), attached below. 

𝑑 =  √𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑑
2 +

4 .𝑀

𝜋 .  𝑚 .  𝑝max 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 .𝑟.cos (
𝜑

2
)
 [m] [14] (6) 

It is important to remark that m here does not stand for mass. m factor in this expression 

adds information about the type of actuator which is being sized; m = 1 in case it is a single 

actuator and m = 2 whether it is a tandem actuator. 

Likewise, a way to predict weight of the total of these components within the system can also 

be examined in the reference just mentioned. 
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2.9 Aircraft Hydraulic Redundancy Systems 

A system is considered redundant as long as it contains a backup version which starts 

working in the event that the first one fails. This second set of components must be able to 

carry the full workload on its own. When a system has redundant parts, it can be classified as 

a redundant system. 

The main features of aircraft hydraulic redundancy systems are these three: firstly, hydraulic 

systems composed by redundant subsystems represent one of the most important 

improvements if aeronautical safety; secondly, a successful airplane landing keeps heavily 

depending on the fluid power; finally, as a matter of fact flaws of redundancy must be taken 

into account when designing this kind of solution is a real aircraft [31]. 

The concept of redundancy was first coined by Von Neumann in his work published in 1956 

[13]. It had to be a design solution in complex tightly coupled systems. The first time it was 

actually implement was in military equipment, as those days they were still unreliable 

(engineers focus all their effort on improving reliability of individual components). Hence, 

the new way to increase safety was considered as a revolutionary idea. Given these points, it 

is understandable that one of the today´s Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) verification 

requirements is to assure that every safety-critical element in a commercial aircraft will not 

present more than one failure in a billion working hours [31]. 

Table 1 shows five different redundancy implementations for five completely different 

aircraft. It can be observe there that the number of redundant systems is not directly 

proportional to the work pressure, although some interrelation is furtherly explained later in 

this text. 

 

Systems integration in different aircraft 

FEATURE B-747 Canadair A320 B-767 Tornado 

Pressure (psi) 3000 3000 3000 3000 4000 

Number of systems 4 3 3 3 2 

RAT No No Yes Yes Yes 

PTU No No Yes Yes Yes 

Table 1: System integration in different aircraft [15]. 
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In commercial aircraft redundancy can be translated as the need that at least two different 

and independent actuators have to be able to power deflection of one control surface. 

Moreover, each of these hydraulic actuators may be link to different hydraulic systems. 

Deeper analysis of this solution arises an eventual fight control of both actuators resulting 

deflection, which is not a good solution. In order to avoid this problem flight control surfaces 

in civil aircraft are divided into different parts, which allows them to be feed by different 

actuators connected to their corresponding hydraulic system [14]. 

In Figure 14 and Figure 15  below Boeing 767 flight control linkage to the hydraulic systems 

of the aircraft are shown for both the ailerons and the spoilers respectively. It can be noticed 

that each aileron is powered by two independent hydraulic systems. In addition, each of 

them is also moved by two separated hydraulic actuators. On the other hand, spoilers are 

composed by several panels, each of them is connected to its own hydraulic actuator which 

is powered by one of the three different hydraulic systems. The target of lowering the overall 

weight has always been there in the aeronautical field, however it is increasing its 

importance in these days because of economic reasons. This leads to the need of high-power 

density systems and subsystems. One of the most evident ways to increase this ratio is to 

raise hydraulic pressure, but high pressure is usually a cause for several mechanism failures. 

Redundancy can help increasing hydraulic pressure without representing a remarkable 

damage for reliability and safety of the overall system. Moreover, an aircraft will need the 

specified hydraulic fluid clean and uncontaminated in order to be able to operate at peak 

performance. As redundant systems generally have a common hydraulic fluid, redundant 

systems can eventually create a false sense of infallibility. The engineer is the one that must 

be aware of its limitations. 

Redundancy is a complex concept and as most of the designing issues in engineering its 

advantages and disadvantages must be carefully analyzed. To continue the four most 

remarkable flaws are here listed: complexity, independence, propagation and human 

elements.  

Figure 14: Flight control system B 767 redundancy 

coloured in the ailerons [32]. 

Figure 15: Flight control system B 767 redundancy coloured 

in the spoilers [32]. 
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 Redundancy Determination 2.9.1

In this section an approach to determine an aircraft systems redundancy is briefly explained 

with reference to [15]. It is important to remark here that previous aircraft generations, 

before the integration of the FBW system (see Section 2.10), had a manual function mode 

which in case of hydraulic failure allowed the pilot to undertake the control of the aircraft. 

Since it is not like this anymore, further actions needed to be carried out to assure flight 

safety. As a result, multiple redundancy levels are integrated (3 and even 4). 

This method is based on risk analysis and probabilities which are calculated by using the 

MTBF parameter. The probabilities obtained must match the corresponding certification 

authority requirements. 

Considering primary flight control system failure as a catastrophic failure and knowing 

certification authorities require a catastrophic failure probability under 10-9 per FH.  

Firstly, aircraft engines are designed with a failure probability approximately of 10-6, even 

with more than two engines. Secondly, RAT is considered to present a failure probability 

close to 10 -3. Resulting a power source probability of failure near 10 -9. Finally, failure 

probability for the hydraulic pump is only required to be less than 10 -9/4.  

In conclusion, primary flight control systems are typically supplied by at least two 

independent hydraulic lines and, in addition, each of these lines is powered with a minimum 

of two hydraulic pumps.  

 

2.10  The Current Tendency: Fly-By-Wire 

In previous sections of this thesis, descriptions have been focused on a mechanic and 

hydraulic flight control system. As the work carried out is based on this kind of solution. 

Even though, it is necessary to point out that moving forward the future in the aeronautical 

industry fly-by-wire controls are being implemented in more and more of the aircraft 

nowadays manufactured. It is already a reality for the largest commercial fleets in the world, 

as single-aisle A320 family and most recently, double-decker A380 [34]. 

This kind of technology was first introduced in the 1980s and is one of the highest 

competitive advantages of the European aircraft manufacturer.  

As aircraft performance increased during the second part of the 20th century, with bigger 

vehicles and more power consumers on board; pilot effort to deflect control surfaces was 

dramatically increasing, therefore the amount of force that the hydraulic systems should 

provide grew in order to free pilot for this extra work. 
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Current hydraulics designs within a FBW approach have dedicated supply systems for the 

primary flight control system and secondary controls, as well as utility functions.  

This new system uses an electronic interface instead of manual flight controls. As a 

consequence, flight controls commands are sent as electronic signals via wire. It is important 

to realize here the significant save of weight that this new way to transmit pilot’s orders 

means [31]. 

Furthermore, a brief description of the hydraulic system integrated in a fly-by-wire aircraft 

flying nowadays is given below. 

In commercial aircraft, as the ones that are being considered, the hydraulic power is obtained 

from electrically and hydraulically driven pumps. RAT is responsible for the electric supply 

to the hydraulic pumps in case of emergency. On the other hand, it is also possible to store 

hydraulic power in accumulators to start an auxiliary power unit capable of self-starting the 

aircraft’s main engines. Accumulators are usually use in regular flight condition when peak 

demands take place (while extending flaps and landing gear). This allows the designer to 

save weight, thus tanks and pumps do not need to be sized to withstand this situation.  

Hydraulic actuators are also controlled by valves, but here they are directly operated thanks 

to the input provided both by the pilot and computers obeying control laws.  

To conclude, it is important to pay special attention to one of the advantages of this kind of 

modern flight control system. Flight control computers not only send information to the air 

crew, furthermore they are capable to transmit automatic signals that will perform actions 

without the pilot’s input (this has a higher relevance for the case of the stabilizer actuators). 

A diagram of a FBW integration can be examined in Figure 16. 

 

 

:  

 

  

Figure 16: A319/A320/A321 EFCS command principle [34]. 
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3 The CAD Tool 
The CAD software used to carry out this project is CATIA, an extended design and 

engineering tool in present day industry.  In order to be able to fully understand the context 

of the development of the thesis, a brief introduction into the Knowledge environment in 

CATIA is given in this section.  

CATIA V5R21 is the version of the software that is used to create and integrate the flight 

control system model.  

As it is written further on, the most important CATIA workbenches for this project 

development were the Generative Shape Design (Shape), Knowledge Advisor and Product 

Knowledge Template (Knowledgware). The first of them is the main tool to surface 

modelling, but the other one provide the automation working environment necessary for this 

thesis.  

 

3.1 Knowledge Pattern Script 

This is the main automation tool used for the development of the flight control system 

model. A quick comparison with other similar CATIA tools (Power Copy and Visual Basics 

approach) shows two of its most important advantages. First of all, KP is a more powerful 

automation method than PC. However, there is not a lot of documentation available and it 

cannot be written in common text editors which provide the designer easier programming 

formatting. Moreover, error checking is not possible in KWE language, which is an 

important drawback for the user, especially in a complex code generation. KP is only 

available in the Project and Geometry workbenches and not available in all the CATIA 

workbenches that a designer may need. Actually, the fact that it was not a suitable tool to 

work with Systems Routing was one of the highest difficulties when the development of this 

work started, although it could be overcome [35]. 

Inputs in Knowledge Pattern are selected by the user, although outputs are fixed by the 

designer and not modifiable from a user perspective. Automation is based on the UDF 

concept, when creating it the outputs required are selected along with the needed inputs and 

parameters to be published in the CATPart of destine. Instantiation of UDF is possible from a 

document, although for more advanced automatic production it is highly advisable a 

catalogue creation where all the UDF will be stored and linked to the containing file. Every 

time a UDF has to be instantiated from the catalogue, this has to be invoked from the KP 

Script. In order that no problem arise when carrying out this process, it is very important to 

define the CATIA folder in a specific way. For this reason it has been attached a clarifying 

picture within Figure 17 that can be examined in next page.  
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Taking all the above points into account, KP can be defined as a complex automation tool 

within CATIA. Although it needs further development in some aspects, it is a powerful tool 

to the automatic parametric definition of 3D models. A picture showing the KP Scrip editor 

can be observed below in Figure 18. 

 

  

Figure 17: Knowledge Pattern folder structure [16]. 

Figure 18: Knowledge Pattern Script and its parts [16]. 
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4 Flight Control System Development 

4.1 The Work Environment 

The purpose of this thesis is, as mentioned in the objectives section, to design and generate a 

parametric model of flight control systems integrated in RAPID. The model may become a 

preliminary designing tool for this kind of components as it has high levels of flexibility in 

most of its driving parameters. 

First of all, it should be highlighted that the RAPID model is an existing parametric aircraft 

model [1] [3]. Working on the principle that the geometry for the aircraft is already existing, 

this thesis takes references from it. This leads to a flight control systems relatively positioned 

and not independent of it, even though the starting aircraft geometry can be varied, keeping 

the usefulness of the flight control system here developed. 

This work has been carried out within CATIA V5R21 as it was mentioned in Section 3 of this 

thesis, the workbenches of the design software that have been enrolled in the design and 

generation of the model are shown in Table 2 and, in the software context, in Figure 19. 

Knowledgeware Workbench 

Knowledge Advisor 

Product Knowledge Template 

Shape Workbench 

Table 2: Work environment in CATIA workbenches for this thesis. 

All the auxiliary geometry, physical components have been designed in CATIA. A further 

explanation is given in the corresponding section of this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 19: Picture of work environment within the software. 
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4.2 The Automation Method 

To automatically generate the flight control systems model with a high flexibility and 

adaptability is based on the generation of CATIA Templates. These templates are CATPart 

files defined separately where the auxiliary geometry is created. Components are first 

designed, along with their driving parameters, in one of these templates. They will be 

allowed to be instantiated as many times as required, which is one of the main advantages of 

this system of work. In addition, not all the geometry needs to be instantiated, avoiding the 

root CATProduct from including too much information. 

For the achievement of the objectives of this thesis, several templates have been designed, 

modelled and afterwards instantiated in the RAPID.CATProduct. The templates created are 

listed below. 

- wingSystemsTemplate.CATPart 

- horizontalTailSystemsTemplate.CATPart 

- verticalTailSystemsTemaplet.CATPart 

- newActuatorComponent.CATPart 

 

4.3 The Development Method  

The flight control system model created in this thesis for RAPID is not aimed to become a 

real specification for both, the flight control components and the hydraulic systems of the 

aircraft.  

 Simplifications and Assumptions 4.3.1

In this section, the corresponding hypothesis taken during the design process are mentioned 

and briefly explained. Hence, some simplifications were assumed prior to its definition. 

 Systems symmetry 

The work developed as described in this thesis is only referred to the right hand side of the 

aircraft. This is based on the symmetry of the airplane, as it is possible to reproduce exactly 

the same geometry in the corresponding left wing and left horizontal stabilizer. 

 Templates geometry 

Since it is not this thesis goal to become a realistic representation of the flight control system 

in RAPID aircraft, the instantiated templates have a relatively simple geometry. The only 

purpose of these templates is to symbolize a component, but not to become a manufacturing 

specification. It is important to keep this in mind when going through the work presented 

below. 
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 Valves omission 

Valves are not placed in the model, as its main purpose is to reserve the space for the system, 

which is one of the top problems in nowadays interdisciplinary aircraft manufacture. They 

are considered to be placed inside the reserved space by the routing definition. 

 Positioning of the flight control system  

Flight Control systems in most commercial aircraft are placed between the front and the rear 

spars, as the space in-between is used to store aircraft fuel in the corresponding tanks. In the 

case of RAPID and for the instantiation of the preliminary flight control systems design 

model, the spars have been considered as shown in Figure 20 [1]. Dimensions in the drawing 

are just an approximation. 

 Flight control system version 

As the specific configuration of each aircraft depends on a number of factors and the model 

created has a preliminary design purpose, an aircraft with most of the flight control surfaces 

which are present in civil airplanes (ailerons, elevators, rudder, flaps, slats and spoilers) has 

been considered. This allows a higher flexibility for the user, who can select among all of 

them.  

 Routing 

The model is considered to be a way to assign a concrete space in the aircraft for the 

integration of the flight control system. In accordance to this philosophy, the routing is a 

cylindrical guide that integrates tubes for all the redundant systems and the necessary 

valves. Therefore, the parameter ruling the number of redundant systems will automatically 

change the routing diameter.   

 Hydraulic Power Assembly 

Pump, reservoir, accumulators and the corresponding valves are usually placed really close 

within the aircraft geometry. In this work, they have not been designed separately. Besides, 

they are all supposed to be integrated inside the so-called Hydraulic Power Assembly that 

takes into account the space for the elements mentioned above for further weight 

calculations. 

Figure 20: Drawing showing spars position in the RAPID wing. 
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 Integration Plan 4.3.2

First of all, a simplified flight control system is defined that will be the target integration 

model for the thesis. This consists of the elements listed here. In the same way, Table 3 shows 

a list of the hydraulic basic components which are integrated in the model, and powering 

units and hydraulic actuators are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Hydraulic Circuit Basic Components  

NAME QUANTITY FUNCTION 

Hydraulic Pump 2/system It generates the hydraulic pressure which will 

power the actuators in the control surfaces. 

Hydraulic Tank 

(Reservoir) 

1/system It storages the hydraulic fluid which transmits 

power within the circuit. 

Regulating valve of 

the pump 

2/system It regulates the hydraulic fluid flow. 

Hydraulic 

Accumulator 

1/system 

 

It storages hydraulic fluid which will be used in 

case of emergencies and peak performance.  

Hydraulic 

conductors 

N/A They transfer the hydraulic fluid between the 

components of the circuit. 

APU 1 It generates the hydraulic pressure which will 

power the actuators in the control surfaces. 

Table 3: Hydraulic circuit basic components integrated in the model. 

Power and Control Units  

NAME QUANTITY FUNCTION 

ARTCU 3 Deflection control unit. 

Power Unit 1/actuators path It powers a set of actuators. 

Actuator Drive Assembly 1/actuator It controls a specific actuator. 

Electric Drive Unit 1 It powers slats rotary actuator. 

Table 4: Power and Control Units. 
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Hydraulic Actuators  

NAME QUANTITY FUNCTION 

Slats  1/surface Rotary actuator which extends slats in the leading edge. 

Ailerons  1/surface It deflects ailerons’ control surface. 

Elevators  1/surface It deflects elevators’ control surface. 

Rudder  1/surface It deflects rudder’s control surface. 

Flaps  1/surface It extends flaps’ control surface. 

Spoilers  1/surface It deflects spoilers’ control surface. 

Table 5: Hydraulic actuators integrated in the model. 
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 Flight Control System Instantiation Structure 4.3.3

The instantiation of the flight control system in the RAPID.CATProduct is divided into 

several CATParts within the RAPID.CATProduct tree. These parts are:  

- wingSystems.CATPart 

- horizontalTailSystems.CATPart 

- verticalTailSystems.CATPart 

However, this division does not fully correspond to the templates definition. In appendix 2 

(Section 10.2) a set of diagrams try to clarify the instantiations structure in each of the 

Systems.CATPart. In addition A Knowledge Pattern map of the wingSystems.Catalog 

explains the UDF stored in it, along with the 

corresponding inputs. 

 wingSystemsTemplate 4.3.4

This CATIA template part is used to create the 

auxiliary geometry which will determine the 

instantiation of the flight control system in the wing. 

In order to do that accordingly to the RAPID aircraft 

model, it is necessary to take some external 

references. The purpose of external references is to 

link this new CATPart to the main CATProduct. A 

list of the external references needed to define 

correctly the geometry of the template is attached 

below in Figure 21. 

As a matter of fact, wingSystemsTemplate is used in 

the model as the main template. Assuming that, 

some reusable UDFs that are used in the horizontal 

tail and vertical tail flight control model are defined 

here. UDFs defined in this template and reused in 

other part of the aircraft are listed below. 

1. path (UDF) 

2. ellipticTube (UDF) 

These two elements are recurrently referred in this 

thesis. A further explanation of their role within the 

flight control system model is given below. 
Figure 21: External references taken in the 

wingSystemsTemplate.CATPart. 
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 path (UDF) 

This automation template allows to instantiate a set of wireframe geometry which will be the 

main reference for the rest of the flight control system. The path geometry created for the 

entire model is shown in Figure 22. Focusing on the parametric design of this flight control 

system skeleton, Figure 23 and Figure 24 aim to illustrate the inputs that must be defined for 

the instantiations of this reusable template and the outputs to be obtained respectively. As 

part of the outputs there is a set of parameters modifiable from both the RAPID.Product and 

also from the user interface which is fully explained in Section 6 of this thesis.  

As it can be seen in Figure 23 most of the outputs are referential planes, where are later on 

used to position other templates and geometries; furthermore it is also instantiated a 

“pathline” which will be a guide line for several of the routing elements and a 

“pointCreated” which sets the origin point for different components.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Overview of the geometry created by the path (UDF). 

Figure 23: Inputs of the path (UDF). 

Figure 24: Outputs of the path (UDF). 
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 ellipticTube (UDF) 

This automation template allows the instantiation of the flight control systems routing. 

Inputs required for instantiate this UDF are shown in the geometry in Figure 26 and the 

corresponding outputs are listed in Figure 25. This set of parameters is modifiable from both 

the RAPID.Product and also the user interface with the exception of the tubeLength one 

since the purpose of this parameter is not to enhance the flexibility of the model but to give 

information about the total length of the instantiated rout. This gives the total length of 

routing to integrate in the system which is a valuable data for further weight calculations. 

 

Moreover, some more UDF are defined in the wingSystemsTemplate and only used in the 

wingSystems.CATPart as listed and briefly explained below. 

 projection (UDF) 

This UDF generates a surface which represents the middle plane of the aircraft wing. This 

will be the referential plane to integrate the flight control system. Although this UDF is only 

used in wingSystems.CATPart similar ones are used in both horizontalTailSystems and 

verticalTailSystems.CATPart, hence they will not be explained in detail further on. As a 

matter of fact, in the horizontal tail an extra output is created in the corresponding UDF: 

userPlane. This is justified later on this thesis. 

Inputs and outputs for this UDF are shown in Figure 27 and Figure 30 respectively. 

Figure 26: Inputs in ellipticTube (UDF). 

Figure 25: Outputs in the ellipticTube (UDF). 
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 fuselageGeometry (UDF) 

This UDF is used to create some of the auxiliary geometry which is needed as input in future 

instantiations. Its main purpose is to be a reference within the fuselage structure for flight 

control systems in the wing and in the tails too. In Figure 29 and Figure 28 attached below, 

inputs and outputs for the instantiation of this UDF can be examined.  

Figure 27: Inputs in projection (UDF). 

Figure 30: Outputs in projection (UDF). 

Figure 29: Inputs in fuselageGeometry (UDF). 

Figure 28: Outputs in 

fuselageGeometry (UDF). 
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 Pump (UDF) 

Although the name of this UDF can cause some misunderstanding, the generation of the 

Power Hydraulic Assembly is obtained by its instantiation. Actually, the geometry is created 

within the fuselage structure and not in the wing. The inputs and outputs for Pump (UDF) 

are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 rotaryActuator (UDF) 

Definition of the User Feature aims to create a geometry which emulates a rotary actuator 

placed in the leading edge on the wing. This actuator is responsible for slats extension. Only 

one input is required for its instantiation (see Figure 33) as its positioning is not highly 

demanding. Moreover, in the outputs seen in Figure 34 two parameters are also created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Outputs in Pump 

(UDF). 

Figure 32: Inputs in Pump (UDF). 

Figure 33: Inputs in rotaryActuator (UDF). 

Figure 34: Outputs in rotaryActuator (UDF). 
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 electricDriveUnit (UDF) 

This UDF is used to an electric drive unit which supplies electric power to the slats rotary 

actuator. In Figure 35 and Figure 36 attached below inputs and outputs for the instantiation 

of this UDF can be examined.  

 newActuatorComponent 4.3.5

This template is used for the definition of the hydraulic actuators and some other 

components as the ARTCU or the FlapsPowerAssembly, which have been given the name of 

boxComponents. Therefore, both of the UDF defined in this CATPart are used several times 

in different Systems.CATPart.  

In this section the inputs and results for each of them are shown, a detailed explanation of 

the generation of the hydraulic actuator can be found in Appendix1 (Section 10.1) of this 

thesis.  

First of all, as in the case of the wingSystemsTemplate a set of external references are needed 

to be able to work correctly within the RAPID structure (see Figure 38). 

A key point in this template is that it has two different versions: newActuatorComponent (it 

is used in the wing and in the vertical tail) and newActuatorComponent2 (it is the template 

used in the horizontal tail). The reason for this is a preliminary design of a new actuator 

which is flexible to be translated in the aircraft absolute Z axis; in this work it has been only 

placed in the horizontal tail, but a further development of this work would need to repeat 

this process to both the wing and vertical tail (a detailed explanation regarding this can be 

read in Section 8. Taking this into account, this section focuses just on the first actuator 

template version, called actuators1 UDF. 

 

Figure 35: Inputs in electricDriveUnit UDF. 

Figure 36: Outputs in electricDriveUnit 

(UDF). 
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 actuators1 (UDF) 

This User Feature defines one of the main components of the flight control system 

integration, the hydraulic actuator. Figure 39 and Figure 37 show the inputs needed for the 

UDF instantiation, and also the outputs obtained. It is worth to pay special attention to two 

string parameters created within this User Feature: Tandem and Redundancy. A dedicated 

explanation to both of them can be found in section 5 of this thesis report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 38: External references taken in 

the newActuatorComponent.CATPart 

Figure 39: Inputs in actuators1 (UDF) 

Figure 37: Outputs in actuators1 

(UDF). 
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 box (UDF) 

The second UDF that can be found in the newActuatorTemplate.CATPart in the box User 

Feature, is recurrently used in the work to emulate different flight control systems devices; 

ARTCU, Flaps Power Assemblies, etc. The inputs needed to instantiate the box (UDF) are 

shown in Figure 41 and the resulting outputs in Figure 40. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 40: Outputs in box (UDF). 

Figure 41: Inputs in box (UDF). 
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 horizontalTailTemplate and verticalTailTemplate 4.3.6

These templates are used for the generation of the flight control system geometry in the 

horizontal and vertical stabilizer. As the physical components templates have  already been 

defined in previous sections and can be reused by changing the inputs of the instantiation 

(with the remarkable change in the actuators version used in the horizontalTail; a further 

explanation is offered in section 525). For this reason, there is just one UDF defined in this 

Template.CATPart. Figure 43 and Figure 42 illustrate the external references taken from the 

referential aircraft geometry. 

 

 hTailProjection (UDF) 

This User Feature is similar to “projection” (UDF which created the projection of the wing in 

its middle plane). One particularity of this case is the one mentioned in Section 4.3.3. In the 

horizontal tail it is possible to move the actuators set in Z direction so one additional 

parameter and physical output can be noticed in Figure 44. However, inputs are parallel to 

the mentioned wing case (see Figure 45) 

Figure 42: External references taken in the 

horizontalTailSystemsTemplate.CATPart. 

Figure 43: External references taken in the 

verticalTailSystemsTemplate.CATPart. 

Figure 44: Outputs in hTailProjection 

(UDF). 
Figure 45: Inputs in hTailProjection (UDF). 
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 vtailProjection (UDF)  

Similarly to the wing projection (UDF), vtailProjection is defined and instantiated in the 

vertical stabilizer from the verticalTailSystems.CATPart by using the inputs as shown in 

Figure 47. As a result of this User Feature instantiation outputs listed in Figure 48 are 

created.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46:Inputs in vtailProjection. 

Figure 47: Inputs in vtailProjection (UDF) 

Figure 48: Outputs in vtailProjection 

(UDF). 
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4.4 Systems.CATPart Buildup 

Previously in this thesis the group of CATParts that are created within the 

RAPID.CATProduct has been mentioned. Below, the three figures attached clarify the 

structure of this master CATParts (Figure 49, Figure 50 and Figure 51). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49: wingSystems.CATPart structure. 

Figure 50: horizontalTailSystems.CATPart structure. 
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Finally, it must be highlighted the extra Geometrical set that can be seen in Figure 51 and the 

resulting instantiation of the noPylon (UDF) [1]. The result of both these elements is a 

geometry which will simulate the integration of an APU device in RAPID. 

Figure 51: verticalTailSystems.CATPart structure. 
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5 Flexibility of the Model 
One of the main purposes of this thesis is the parametric modification of the flight control 

model as mentioned in Section 1.2. In each master .CATPart, a set of driver parameters is 

created. The user will have the possibility to modify them and investigate how each of them 

can affect the flight control model integration.  

In order to improve the usefulness of each parameter and with the intention to create a more 

user-friendly CAD model, all the parameters have comments. These comments give 

information about the parameter itself, how it is related to other ones and eventual 

restrictions in its modification. An example is shown in Figure 52. As a matter of fact, in this 

case the word “INFOMS” can be read in capital letter, trying to highlight that this parameter 

is not modifiable, but just informative.   

Moreover, as it was highlighted previously, actuators1 (UDF) and actuators (UDF) create a 

string parameter called “Tandem”. It is worth to pay special attention to it, as it adds an 

important flexibility level to the model. By changing this string, user is capable to change the 

hydraulic actuator type which is instantiate between a simple and a tandem actuator. In 

Figure 53 it can be examined both versions of the component. 

 

Figure 52: tubeLength properties box. 

Figure 53: Comparison between simple hydraulic actuator and tandem hydraulic actuators. 
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5.1 Colors Code in the Model 

Another flexibility level of the flight control system model developed in this thesis is directly 

related to redundancy of systems (see section 2.9.1 of this thesis). It has been previously 

mentioned the string parameter created as an output in the actuators1 (UDF) and actuators 

(UDF). The purpose of this parameter is to provide the user with the possibility of tailor the 

hydraulic systems which will supply a specific hydraulic actuator. As a result the actuator 

changes its color. The color code must be understood as follows: 

 

Neutral actuator is used when the user does not have the intention to focus on the systems 

redundancy. 

This colors code is a usual way to represent redundant hydraulic systems in an aircraft as it 

can be seen in Figure 59, Figure 60 and Figure 61 attached in this thesis appendix 

(section10.3). 

  

   Neutral  

               H.System1 

   H.System3 

   H.System2 
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6 Excel User Interface 
Flight control integration has been made in the 3d CAD software CATIA, as it has been 

recurrently mentioned in this thesis development. Even though, this software offers the 

possibility to modify and visualize changes with a few seconds margin of time it cannot be 

considered to be a user interface. For this reason, a CATIA linked Microsoft Excel file has 

been created. Its purpose is to become a powerful, easy and flexible user tool to modify the 

parametric flight control system design. The User Interface workbook is connected to CATIA 

software via VB script. As a matter of fact, the whole source code has been written in Visual 

Basic. 

In this interface designed in Excel and showed in                  Figure 54 parameters instantiate 

for each of the components can be set following user specification. Remarkably enough, 

definition of the aircraft’s hydraulic systems redundancy level can be also set while 

obtaining information of the connections which are going to be created and the distribution 

of the components. 

 

                 Figure 54: Screenshot of the user interface in Microsof Excel. 

Finally, it is worth to mention that CATIA files update can be automatically done from the 

Excel User Interface. 
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7  Discussion and Conclusion 
The work developed within this thesis can be considered a first step into a full new line of 

work carrying out flexible parametrical integration of the necessary functional systems 

within RAPID. 

A first milestone is attained in this work, as it has been investigated and proved the 

possibility to define a flight control system model which allows representing different 

integration solutions in a relatively easy and fast way for the user. Moreover, the work has 

been automated to save time for future developers and users, avoiding to carry out the first 

stages of recurrent work in templates and model definition. 

Furthermore, the objective was to create a highly flexible and understandable model. A 

generalized problem in this kind of design tools is the excess of available information, which 

can lead to tedious and useless models. Hence, it is important to highlight the importance of 

the automation-flexibility trade off. Since a 100% flexible tool will dramatically loose 

automation of the processes and a 100% automatic tool cannot offer any flexibility.  

For instance, the manual control over the sketches is usually a more flexible way of working 

than modification of the instantiated output parameters of a UDF. On the other hand, the 

idea of creating an output parameter for each of the constraints of an element definition is 

not an optimized engineering solution, where cost and time consumption are two driving 

forces. Moreover, automation of a design needs a general definition of some elements, if each 

of the data in a model is susceptible to be changed, not automation would be possible. This 

arises the difficult question of which is the correct level of flexibility that must be offered to 

the user. 

To conclude, a flexible flight control system integration in RAPID has been developed, 

proving the usefulness of CATIA Knowledge Pattern to enhanced conceptual aircraft 

systems design by means of design automation. 
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8 Future Developments 
This thesis must be understood as preliminary investigation of systems integration in 

RAPID. As the flight control system development and integration has been successful several 

future works can be deduced from it. Some suggestions for further development from here 

are explained as follows. 

8.1 Templates Optimization 

In order to give to the model a higher applicability and realistic appearance, further work in 

the components templates definition may be done. In addition, some other elements within 

the flight control and hydraulic system may be also included in the model. Some of the 

elements avoided in this thesis and that may be integrated in a future are RAT, PTU, 

accumulators and valves. Finally, in order to improve the routing representation would also 

be necessary to create some routing templates, as elbows or T-shaped tubes which will help 

to create a more realistic tubing design for the flight control system.  

8.2 Actuating Control Surfaces 

Secondly, an obvious development will be to actually link the flight control system model 

here defined to physical control surfaces as the ones created in [3]. This will lead to more 

complete flight control system integration. In addition, actuator sizing will also improve, as 

control surfaces area in the main input to calculate actuator piston diameter, hence actuator 

size. Furthermore, a more accurate weight calculation of the overall system would be 

reached. 

8.3 Other Systems Integration 

Actually, one of the collateral purposes of the thesis work was to take the first step into the 

full systems integration within the RAPID. 
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10  Appendix 

10.1  Actuator Model Definition 

The generation of the hydraulic actuator is carried out in the Generative Design Shape 

design workbench. The main references to its global positioning are a point (P0), line (L0) 

and their support plane (P0) which is taken as the projection of the wing. L0 is the curve 

resulting from the junction of the corresponding “pathlines” previously defined by the 

path.UDF. P0 is the first resulting point from the path.UDF; it is placed in the 

increasedRootAirfoil.   Starting with the generation of   P1 (RefPoint) at a random ratio 

within the L0 (this will become a modifiable parameter by the user). Moreover, two planes 

(normalPlane and startPlaneAct) PL1 and PL2 respectively are created. Finally, Ln1 is 

defined to be normal to PL1 and go though P1 it is the actuator “guideline”. Next steps can 

be considered as a repetitive loop:  

1. Creation of P2 in Ln1. 

2. Creation of PL3 parallel to PL1 which is taken as a reference and though P3. 

3. Creation of Ln2 though P2 and belonging to PL3. 

4. Creation of a PS: support reference PL3, origin projection of P2 and orientation 

parallel to Ln2. 

5. Generation of PF1 within the sketch. 

6. Create F1 of PF1 

Repeating this process for each of the points where the geometry changes (five iterations are 

needed) it can be obtained the result shown in Figure 56. As a matter of fact, P7 will be the 

reference point to generate the actuator ring, as it is a particular case that will be explained in 

detail as follows, here it not necessary to create a fill (total number of fills at this point would 

be 4) either a positioned sketch or a profile (total number of positioned sketches and profiles 

would also be 4). 

Next step would be the ring definition, here explained:  

7. Creation of P7 in Ln1 with a given offset from P6. This length will determine the 

outer ring diameter. 

8. Creation of PL8 parallel to PL1 though P7. 

9. Definition of PL9 thought P6 and parallel to PL0. 
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10. Creation of PS5: support reference PL9, origin projection of P6 and orientation 

parallel to Ln6. 

11. Definition of PF4 for the actuator ring creation. 

12. P8 is created now. It must be in the middle point between P6 and P7. 

13. Ln7 is defined perpendicular to Ln1 and thought P8. This would become the 

revolting axis to create the ring shape. 

14. Revolute PF4 taking as the revolution axis Ln7. 

Once the ring geometry is created it is necessary to extrude the fills, before defined, 

following this procedure: 

15. Extrude F(i) up to F(i+1) 

Where i takes values from 1 to 4. 

16. Finally, extrude of F4 up to revolution created in step 14 

With this process it has been completely defined a simple actuator. Below it is explained 

some extra steps which will lead the tandem actuator definition. 

17. Definition of P9 as the middle point of the cylinder part of the actuator. 

18. Creation of PL11 as a symmetry plane though P9 

19. P12 is created parallel to PL11. This will be the limit of the additional part which 

simulates a tandem actuator. 

20. Definition of Ln8 normal to PL11 and though P12. 

21. Creation of P13 in both L8 and PL11. 

22. Definition of PS6 and the corresponding PF6. 

Figure 55: Intermediate stage of the actuator definition process. 
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23. F5 is defined with reference to PF6. 

24. Finally, extrude F5 up to the cylinder surface.  

Figure 57 and Figure 56 below attached allow making a comparison between the resulting 

CAD model actuator and the referential one. 

 

Additionally, a set of parameters is created; they will be also instantiate along with the 3D 

template. Consequently, user has the option to modify the geometry ruled by the parameters 

listed in Figure 58, both in the .CATPart of destine and in the Excel user interface which has 

been presented in Section 546 of this thesis. 

Finally, as a matter of fact, attached to this file it can be found a video with this procedure 

recorded which may further clarify the whole actuator template definition: 

 actuatorModelProcess.avi 

Figure 57: Hydraulic actuator [37]. Figure 56: Hydraulic actuator CAD model. 

Figure 58: Parametrical outputs in actuators1 (UDF) and actuators (UDF). 
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10.2  Instantiation Structure Diagrams 
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10.3  Redundant Hydraulic Systems Example: A320 

 

Figure 59: Coloured redundant hydraulic systems diagram in A320 aircraft (1. [33].  
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Figure 60: Coloured redundant hydraulic systems diagram in A320 aircraft (2) [31].  

Figure 61: Coloured redundant hydraulic systems diagram in A320 aircraft (3) [31].  
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10.4  Knowledge Pattern Code 

 WingSystems Script 10.4.1

 wingMiddleSurface 

/*____________________________Script used to generate the referential plane___________________ */ 

/*_________________________________Variables are defined________________________________*/ 

let udf1 (UserFeature) 

let i (Integer) 

i = 1 

/*_________________________Instantiation of the wing Middle Surface_________________________*/ 

udf1 = 

CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|projection",Instantiated_Geometry\basicGeometry 

,Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ,1)  

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",`External References\LEPointAirfoil` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoilNew2",`External References\LEPointAirfoilNew2` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("TEPoint",`External References\TEPoint` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("TEPoint2",`External References\TEPoint2` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoilNew3",`External References\LEPointAirfoilNew3` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("TEPoint3",`External References\TEPoint3` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoilNew4",`External References\LEPointAirfoilNew4` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("TEPoint4",`External References\TEPoint4` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoilNew5",`External References\LEPointAirfoilNew5` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("TEPoint5",`External References\TEPoint5` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",`External References\increasedRootChord` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedTipChord2",`External References\increasedTipChord2` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedTipChord3",`External References\increasedTipChord3` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedTipChord4",`External References\increasedTipChord4` ) 

udf1 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedTipChord5",`External References\increasedTipChord5` ) 

EndModifyTemplate(udf1) 

udf1.Color = "#00FFFF" 
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 Components 

/*______Script used to instantiate the physical components of the wing systems_____________*/ 

/*___________________________________ Variables are defined__________________________*/ 

let oldproj (UserFeature) 

let act (UserFeature) 

let udf2 (UserFeature) 

let udf3 (UserFeature) 

let oldudf (UserFeature) 

let oldact (UserFeature) 

let box (UserFeature) 

let fus (UserFeature) 

let oldfus (UserFeature) 

let pump (UserFeature) 

let oldpump (UserFeature) 

let rot (UserFeature) 

let edu (UserFeature) 

let i (Integer) 

let k (Integer) 

let m (Integer) 

let n (Integer) 

let line (Line) 

let line2 (Line) 

let linepump (Line) 

let point (Point) 

let point2 (Point) 

let point3 (Point) 

let point4 (Point) 
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let pointbox (Point) 

let pathjoin (Curve) 

let line1 (Line) 

let line2 (Curve) 

let line4 (Curve) 

let join (Curve) 

let nearestedge (Curve) 

let rotline (Curve) 

let eduline (Curve) 

let plane (Plane) 

let planebox (Plane) 

let length1 (Length) 

let length2 (Length) 

let newlength (Length) 

let newPosition (Length) 

let newDistance (Length) 

let newDimDriving (Length) 

/*--*/ 

let newfirst (Real) 

let rotRadius (Length) 

let rotLength (Length) 

let actDim (Length) 

let actPis (Length) 

let actDis (Length) 

let actAng (Angle) 

let actRat (Real) 

let adaH (Length) 
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let adaL (Length) 

let adaW (Length) 

let hpaRat (Real) 

let hpaDia (Length) 

let hpaLen (Length) 

let hpaNut (Angle) 

let hpaPre (Angle) 

let newRatio (Real) 

let newpathratio (Real) 

let newactuatorratio (Real) 

let leflapratio (Real) 

let newangle (Angle) 

let newangle1 (Angle) 

let wingProj (Surface) 

 

/*____________________INSTANTIATION OF THE FUSELAGE GEOMETRY_________________*/ 

/*__Instantiation of the fuselage path which will hold the corresponding tubing and other 

components___*/ 

fus 

=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|fuselageGeometry",Instantiated_Geometry\bas

icGeometry ,Relations\Components\fuselage ,1)  

fus ->SetAttributeObject("frustumEndPlaneFront",`External References\frustumEndPlaneFront` ) 

fus ->SetAttributeObject("frustumEndPtFront",`External References\frustumEndPtFront` ) 

fus ->SetAttributeObject("frustumEndPtRear",`External References\frustumEndPtRear` ) 

fus ->SetAttributeObject("refXY",`External References\refXY` )  

fus ->SetAttributeObject("HTTemplate",`External References\HTTemplate` )  

EndModifyTemplate(fus)  

fus.Name = "fuselageLineSystems" 
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/*_______________________________Instantiation of the 

pumps______________________________*/ 

 

/*_____________Default values of the driving parameters are defined________________________*/ 

set hpaRat = ratioPosSystem  

set hpaDia = pumpDiameter  

set hpaLen = pumpLength  

set hpaNut = pumpNutation  

set hpaPre = pumpPrecesion  

n = 1 

for n while n <=(configuration\nrOfHSystems*2) 

{ 

 if n == 1 

 { 

 pump=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|pump",Instantiated_Geometry\pum

ps  ,Relations\Components\pumps,n)  

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("refXY",`External References\refXY` ) 

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("refZX",`External References\refZX` ) 

  oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1) 

  set linepump = oldfus ->GetAttributeObject("fuselageLine")  

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("fuselageLine",linepump)  

   

  pump ->SetAttributeReal("ratioPosSystems",hpaRat)  

  pump ->SetAttributeReal("pumpDiameter",hpaDia)  

  pump ->SetAttributeReal("pumpLength",hpaLen)  

  pump ->SetAttributeReal("pumpNutation",hpaNut)  

  pump ->SetAttributeReal("pumpPrecesion",hpaPre)  
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  EndModifyTemplate(pump) 

  pump.Name = "pump." + ToString(n) 

  pump.Color = "#C0C0C0" 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  pump 

=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|pump",Instantiated_Geometry\pumps  

,Relations\Components\pumps,n)  

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("refXY",`External References\refXY` ) 

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("refZX",`External References\refZX` ) 

  oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1) 

  set linepump = oldfus ->GetAttributeObject("fuselageLine")  

  pump ->SetAttributeObject("fuselageLine",linepump)  

   

  EndModifyTemplate(pump) 

  pump.Name = "pump." + ToString(n) 

  pump.Color = "#C0C0C0" 

 } 

} 

/*______Instantiation of the first path (common path), which links the fuselage systems with the 

wing systems________*/ 

 

udf2 = CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\path ,1)  

set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(1)  

udf2->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line) 

oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1)  

set point = oldfus->GetAttributeObject("middleWingPtX")  
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udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 

 

/*___Ratio for this first path is set automatically to 0,5 in order to obtain a logical tube 

connection__*/ 

set newpathratio = connectingPathRatio  

udf2->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault",newpathratio)  

EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

udf2.Name = "pathconnection" 

 

/*_________________Instantiation of the fuselage (common) boxComponents: 

ARTCU__________*/ 

box=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|box",Instantiated_Geometry\boxCompone

nts  ,Relations\Components\boxComps  ,1)  

oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

set pointbox = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

box->SetAttributeObject("centralPoint",pointbox ) 

oldudf =Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

set planebox = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("normalPlaneEnd")   

box ->SetAttributeObject("normalPlane", planebox )  

EndModifyTemplate(box) 

box.Name = "ARTCU" 

box.Color = "#808080" 
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/*_________________INSTANTIATION OF THE WING COMPONENTS____________________*/ 

if Paths == "LE" 

/*___________INSTANTIATION OF THE LEADING EDGE SLATS________________________*/ 

{ 

 /*____________Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters ___________*/ 

 set newfirst = firstPathRatio  

 set newpathratio = pathRatio  

 /*_____Instantiation of the necessary path to generate the geometry of the leading edge 

slats__*/ 

 i = 1 

 for i while i <= wingAirfoils\Size 

 { 

  if i == 1  

  { 

 udf2=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathLE  ,i)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path  ->GetItem(1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(1)  

   udf2->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line) 

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj)  

   /* The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newfirst)  
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   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathLE." + ToString(i) 

    

   /*___The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines__*/ 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(i) 

   set pathjoin = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   } 

  else if i == 2 

  { 

  

 udf2=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathLE  ,i)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(i-1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(i)  

   udf2->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line) 

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 

    

   /*_ The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newpathratio)  

   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathLE." + ToString(i) 

   /* The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines*/ 
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   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(i) 

   set pathjoin = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   } 

 

  else  

  { 

udf2 = CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathLE  ,i)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(i-1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(i)  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line)  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 

    

   /* The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newpathratio)  

   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathLE." + ToString(i) 

   /* The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines*/ 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(i)  

   set line2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   pathjoin = assemble(pathjoin, line2)  

   } 

  /*Finally all the pathlines are joined, generating a Curve*/ 
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  join = CreateOrModifyDatum("Curve",Instantiated_Geometry\paths 

,Relations\Components\pathjoinsLE ,1) 

  join = pathjoin 

   

 } 

 /*_______Instantiation of the rotary actuators integrated in the leading edge 

slats___________*/ 

 /*_________Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters ______________*/ 

 set rotLength = rotaryLength  

 set rotRadius = rotaryRadius  

 k = 1 

 for k while k <= (wingAirfoils\Size -1) 

 { 

 

 rot=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|rotaryActuator",Instantiated_Geometry

\actuators  ,Relations\Components\rotaryActuators  ,k) 

  oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(k+1)  

  rotline = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pathline")  

  rot ->SetAttributeObject("actuatorsPath", rotline )  

  rot ->SetAttributeReal("rotaryLength", rotLength) 

  rot ->SetAttributeReal("rotaryRadius", rotRadius) 

  EndModifyTemplate(rot)  

  rot.Name = "rotaryActuator." 

  rot.Color = "#C0C0C0" 

 } 

 /*_________________Instantiation of the boxComponents___________________________*/ 

 box=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|box",Instantiated_Geometry\boxComp

onents ,Relations\Components\boxCompsLE ,1)  

 oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(1)  
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 set pointbox = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

 box->SetAttributeObject("centralPoint",pointbox ) 

 oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(2)  

 set planebox = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("normalPlane")   

 box->SetAttributeObject("normalPlane",planebox)  

 EndModifyTemplate(box) 

 box.Name = "SlatsPowerUnit" 

 edu=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|electricDriveUnit",Instantiated_Geomet

ry\boxComponents ,Relations\Components\boxCompsLE ,2) 

 oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(2) 

 set eduline = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

 edu ->SetAttributeObject("line",eduline)  

  

EndModifyTemplate(edu) 

 edu.Name = "ElectricPowerUnit" 

 edu.Color = "#808000" 

 } 

/*___________INSTANTIATION OF THE TRAILING EDGE AILERONS+FLAPS______________*/ 

if Paths == "TE" 

{ 

 /*____Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters _______________*/ 

 set newfirst = `AILERONS+FLAPS\positioning\firstPathRatio`  

 set newpathratio = `AILERONS+FLAPS\positioning\pathRatio`  

 /*__Instantiation of the necessary path to generate the geometry of the trailing edge ailerons 

and flaps _*/ 

 i = 1 

 for i while i <= wingAirfoils\Size 

 { 

  if i == 1  
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  { 

  

 udf2=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths 

,Relations\Components\pathTE ,i)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(1)  

   udf2->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line) 

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 

   /* The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newfirst)  

   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathTE." + ToString(i) 

   /* The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines*/ 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(i) 

   set pathjoin = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   } 

  else if i == 2 

  { 

  

 udf2=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathTE ,i)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(i-1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 
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   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(i)  

   udf2->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line) 

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 

    

   /* The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newpathratio)   

   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathTE." + ToString(i) 

   /* The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines*/ 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(i) 

   set pathjoin = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

  } 

  else  

  { 

  

 udf2=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|path",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathTE  ,i)   

   oldudf =Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(i-1)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil",point) 

   set line = wingAirfoils ->GetItem(i)  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",line)  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   udf2 ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj) 
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   /* The default value of the path ratio is given to the corresponding 

parameter*/ 

   udf2 ->SetAttributeReal("pointCreatedRatioDefault", newpathratio)  

   EndModifyTemplate(udf2) 

   udf2.Name = "pathTE." + ToString(i) 

    

   /* The corresponding pathline is stored in a new variable called "pathjoin" 

which will generate the curve resulting from the join of all the pathlines*/ 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(i)  

   set line2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   pathjoin = assemble(pathjoin, line2)  

   } 

  /*Finally all the pathlines are joined, generating a Curve*/ 

  join = CreateOrModifyDatum("Curve",Instantiated_Geometry\paths  

,Relations\Components\pathjoinsTE ,1) 

  join = pathjoin 

  } 

 /*_____________Instantiation of actuators of the ailerons and flaps  

_______________________*/ 

 /*_______Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters ____________*/ 

 set actDim = `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\dimDriving`  

 set actPis = `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\pistonDimension`  

 set actDis = `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\actuatorDistance`  

 set actAng = `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\actuatorsAngle`  

 set actRat = `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\actuatorRatio`  

 k = 1 

 for k while k <= `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`  

 { 
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  if k == 1 

  { 

  

 act=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|actuators1",Instantiated_Geometry\actu

ators  ,Relations\Components\actuatorsTE ,k) 

   act ->SetAttributeObject("actuatorsPath", join)  

    

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(k)  

   set point = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated") 

   act ->SetAttributeObject("pointCreated", point)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

   set plane = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("normalPlane")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", plane)  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj)  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("RHS", `External References\RHS` )  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   nearestedge = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("TrailingEdge")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("edge",nearestedge)  

   /* The default value previously set for the actuator ratio is given to the 

corresponding parameter*/ 

   act ->SetAttributeReal("dimDriving", actDim)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("pistonDimension", actPis)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorDistance", actDis)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorDrivingAngle", actAng)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorRatioDefault", actRat)  

   EndModifyTemplate(act)  

   act.Name = "actuatorTE." + ToString(k) 
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  } 

  else 

  { 

  

 act=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|actuators1",Instantiated_Geometry\actu

ators ,Relations\Components\actuatorsTE  ,k)  

    

   act ->SetAttributeObject("actuatorsPath",join) 

   oldact = Relations\Components\actuatorsTE ->GetItem(k-1) 

   point2 = oldact ->GetAttributeObject("RefPoint")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("pointCreated", point2 )  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

   set plane = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("normalPlane")  

   act->SetAttributeObject("startPlane",plane)  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   wingProj = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("wingProjection")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("wingProjection", wingProj)  

    act ->SetAttributeObject("RHS", `External References\RHS` )  

   oldproj = Relations\wingMiddleSurface\projection ->GetItem(1) 

   nearestedge = oldproj->GetAttributeObject("TrailingEdge")  

   act ->SetAttributeObject("edge",nearestedge)  

   /* The default value previously set for the actuator ratio is given to the 

corresponding parameter*/ 

   act ->SetAttributeReal("dimDriving", actDim)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("pistonDimension", actPis)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorDistance", actDis)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorDrivingAngle", actAng)  

   act ->SetAttributeReal("actuatorRatioDefault", actRat)  

   EndModifyTemplate(act)   
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   act.Name = "actuatorTE." + ToString(k) 

  } 

 } 

/*____________Instantiation of boxComponents (Flap Power Unit and the Actuator Drive 

Assemblies) integrated in the trailing edge ailerons____________*/ 

 /*________Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters ____________*/ 

 set adaH = height  

 set adaL = length  

 set adaW = width  

 m = 1 

 for m while m <= (`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`  +1) 

 { 

  if m == 1 

  { 

   box = 

CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|box",Instantiated_Geometry\boxComponents 

,Relations\Components\boxCompsTE ,m)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(m)  

   set pointbox = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   box->SetAttributeObject("centralPoint",pointbox ) 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(2)  

   set planebox = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("normalPlane")  

   box->SetAttributeObject("normalPlane",planebox)  

   box ->SetAttributeReal("height", adaH)  

   box ->SetAttributeReal("length",adaL)  

   box  ->SetAttributeReal("width",adaW)  

   EndModifyTemplate(box) 

   box.Name = "FlapPowerUnitTE" 

  } 
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  else  

  { 

 box=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|box",Instantiated_Geometry\boxComp

onents  ,Relations\Components\boxCompsTE ,m)  

   oldact =Relations\Components\actuatorsTE ->GetItem(m-1)  

   set pointbox = oldact ->GetAttributeObject("RefPoint")  

   box->SetAttributeObject("centralPoint",pointbox ) 

   oldact = Relations\Components\actuatorsTE ->GetItem(m-1)  

   set planebox = oldact->GetAttributeObject("normalPlane")   

   box->SetAttributeObject("normalPlane",planebox)  

    

   box ->SetAttributeReal("height", adaH)  

   box ->SetAttributeReal("length",adaL)  

   box  ->SetAttributeReal("width",adaW)  

    

   EndModifyTemplate(box)    

   box.Name = "actuatorDriveAssembly." 

  } 

 } 

} 
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/*____INSTANTIATION OF THE LEADING EDGE SLATS AND THE TRAILING EDGE 

AILERONS AND FLAPS____*/ 

if Paths == "LE + TE" 

{…}  

 Tubing 

/*________________________Script used to instantiate the corresponding tubing_____________________*/ 

let tub (UserFeature) 

let oldudf3 (UserFeature) 

let oldudf (UserFeature) 

let oldact (UserFeature) 

let tub2 (UserFeature) 

let oldfus (UserFeature) 

let oldpump (UserFeature) 

let oldrot (UserFeature) 

let l (Integer) 

let pointtub1 (Point) 

let pointtub (Point) 

let linetub1 (Curve) 

let planetub1 (Plane) 

let planetub2 (Plane) 

let tubDim1 (Length) 

let tubDim2 (Length) 

/*________________Default values are set for the corresponding Driving Parameters __________________*/ 

set tubDim1 = tubeDim1  

set tubDim2 = tubeDim2  

/*_____________________________Instantiation of the common part tubes______________________*/ 

tub2 = CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\reartub  ,1) 

oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1)  

set pointtub1 = oldfus->GetAttributeObject("fuselagePtFront")  
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tub2 ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1)  

set linetub1 = oldfus->GetAttributeObject("fuselageLine")  

tub2 ->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1) 

tub2->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", `External References\frustumEndPlaneFront` )  

tub2->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", `External References\HTTemplate` ) 

tub2 ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

tub2 ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

EndModifyTemplate(tub2) 

tub2.Name = "tubeFuselageSystems"  

 

tub = CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubes  ,1) 

oldfus = Relations\Components\fuselage ->GetItem(1)  

set pointtub1 = oldfus ->GetAttributeObject("middleWingPtX")  

tub ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

set linetub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pathline")  

tub ->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1) 

oldudf =Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

set planetub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("ParallelPlaneStart")  

tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(1)  

set planetub2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("ParallelPlaneEnd")  

tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

tub.Name = "tubeWingConnection" 
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/*_____________________________Instantiation of the LE components tubes______________________*/ 

if Paths == "LE" 

{ 

 l = 1 

 for l while l <= (wingAirfoils\Size ) 

 { 

  if  l == 1 

  { 

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesLE ,l)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(l) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE  ->GetItem(l) 

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l) 

   planetub2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("endPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentLE." + ToString(l) 

  } 

  else if l <  wingAirfoils\Size  

  { 
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 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesLE  ,l)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l-1) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE  ->GetItem(l)  

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE  ->GetItem(l)  

   planetub2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("endPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentLE." + ToString(l) 

  } 

  else  

  { 

  

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesLE  ,l)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l-1) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

    

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE ->GetItem(l) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 
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   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathLE  ->GetItem(l)  

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldrot = Relations\Components\rotaryActuators -

>GetItem(Relations\Components\rotaryActuators\Size )  

   planetub2 = oldrot->GetAttributeObject("middleRotaryPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentLE." + ToString(l) 

   } 

 } 

} 

/*___________________________Instantiation of the TE components tubes__________________________*/ 

if Paths == "TE" 

{ 

 l = 1 

 for l while l <= (`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`   + wingAirfoils\Size ) 

 { 

  if  l <= (`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`  ) 

  { 

  

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesTE ,l)  

   oldact = Relations\Components\actuatorsTE  ->GetItem(l) 

   set pointtub1 = oldact->GetAttributeObject("RefPoint")  

   tub ->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1)  

   oldact = Relations\Components\actuatorsTE ->GetItem(l) 
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   set linetub1 = oldact->GetAttributeObject("guideLine") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord",linetub1) 

   oldact =Relations\Components\actuatorsTE  ->GetItem(l) 

   set planetub1 = oldact->GetAttributeObject("startPlaneAct") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane",planetub1) 

   oldact = Relations\Components\actuatorsTE   ->GetItem(l) 

   set planetub2 = oldact->GetAttributeObject("endPlaneAct") 

   tub ->SetAttributeObject("endPlane",planetub2)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentActTE." + ToString(l) 

  } 

  else if l == ( `AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`  +1) 

  { 

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesTE  ,l)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\path ->GetItem(l-

(Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size )) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size ) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size )  

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size  )  
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   planetub2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("endPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentTE." + ToString(l) 

  } 

  else if  l > (`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE` +1) and l  <=  

(wingAirfoils\Size+Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size -1) 

  { 

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesTE  ,l)   

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(l-

(Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size  +1)) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size ) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size )  

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(l-

Relations\Components\actuatorsTE\Size  )  

   planetub2 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("endPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentTE." + ToString(l) 
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  } 

  else  

  { 

 tub=CreateOrModifyTemplate("wingSystemsCatalog|ellipticTube",Instantiated_Geometry\tubing  

,Relations\Tubing\tubesTE  ,l)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(l-

(`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE`  +1)) 

   set pointtub1 = oldudf ->GetAttributeObject("pointCreated")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("LEPointAirfoil", pointtub1) 

   oldudf =Relations\Components\pathTE   ->GetItem(l-

`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE` ) 

   set linetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("pathline") 

   tub->SetAttributeObject("increasedRootChord", linetub1)  

   oldudf = Relations\Components\pathTE  ->GetItem(l-

`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE` )  

   planetub1 = oldudf->GetAttributeObject("startPlane")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("startPlane", planetub1)  

   oldact =Relations\Components\actuatorsTE -

>GetItem(`AILERONS+FLAPS\actuators\nrOfActTE` )  

   planetub2 = oldact->GetAttributeObject("startPlaneAct")  

   tub->SetAttributeObject("endPlane", planetub2) 

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim1",tubDim1)  

   tub ->SetAttributeReal("tubeDim2",tubDim2)  

   EndModifyTemplate(tub) 

   tub.Name = "tubeSegmentTE." + ToString(l) 

   }  

  } 

} 

if Paths == "LE + TE" 

{…} 


